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1. Overview and Structure of the Dates Market
A. Dried Fruits Market
In order to evaluate the dates' market position in Korea it's important to understand that
dates are categorized as dried fruits and therefore considered as natural food (unprocessed
food). Natural food in general enjoys a positive and healthy perception by Korean
consumers, despite the fact that some of the dried fruits in the market have been chemically
processed to protect and enhance their taste and color.
South Korea is largely depends on imports for dried fruits since most of its local fruits
products sold fresh, therefore, the Korean Ministry of Agriculture Food and Rural Affairs
(the "MAFRA") predicted that the local demand for imported dried fruits will be increased
in the next years.
While we can agree that natural food may enjoy good and steady demand in the local
market, we couldn't found strong support for MAFRA prediction. Based on the statistical
information collected from the Korean Custom Services, the total import weight in 2012 of
dried fruits such as dates, figs, apricots, prunes, apples and other mixes was 9,955 metric
tons, but in 2016 it was dropped by 18% to 8,163 metric tons.

Source: Korean Custom Services
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B. Dates Import to Korea - Statistical Data
Commercial import of dates to Korea started in 1990 with 22.3 metric ton, however only 19
years later in 2009 the import volume stabilized and from 2013 consistently increased. As
shown in the table below, there was a dramatic increase of 112% from 2014 to 2015 and it
seems that one of the main reasons for it was the fact that dates were on sale in few large
retailer stores such as supermarkets and department stores. Year after, in 2016, the imports
volume has been declined in 33.5% but by the end of 2017 it is likely to be increase again
back to similar volume like in 2015, around 350 metric tons.
Year

Amount (US$) Volume (MT)

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

$79,000
$87,000
$198,000
$354,000
$704,000
$547,000

56
47.8
108.1
166.2
351.9
233.7

2017*

$522,000

296
*2017 doesn't include November and December. Source: Korean Custom Services

As detailed in the table below, during 2011, only 5 countries were exported dates to Korea:
United Arab Emirates (UAE), USA, Iran, Egypt and Tunisia.

Year
Country

2011

2013

2014

2015

Volume Amount Volume Amount Volume Amount
(MT)
(US$)
(MT)
(US$)
(MT)
(US$)

2016

2017

Volume
(MT)

Amount
(US$)

Volume
(MT)

Amount
(US$)

Volume
(MT)

Amount
(US$)

Total Amount
(2014-2017)

UAE

41.5

28

7.7

21

91.8

121

182.7

239

156

235

198

290

628.5

Iran

0.2

1

-

-

2

5

8

22

23

62

45.2

62

78.2

Tunisia

0.5

2

1.5

3

8.1

25

16.4

50

28.2

78

19.7

62

72.4

Algeria

-

-

-

-

13

22

33.5

57

6.1

12

10

17

62.6

Egypt

5.5

15

86.1

96

32.7

85

-

-

0.1

0

11.2

8

44

USA

8.2

32

7

27

17.2

78

9.2

58

6.4

50

6.4

56

39.2

-

-

30

30

-

-

-

-

30

Iraq
Israel

-

Pakistan

-

0.4

0

1.1

14

7

78

10.6

100

1.5

17

20.2

-

-

-

0.1

0

-

-

0.4

0

2

2

2.5

Sudan

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

2

-

-

2

Saudi
Arabia

-

-

5.3

51

0.1

3

-

-

0.1

2

1.6

3

1.8

Indonesia

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.6

2

-

-

-

-

0.6

Sri Lanka

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.1

0

0.5

1

-

-

0.6

* Year 2017 doesn't include November and December. Year 2012 was omitted for better table display purpose. Source: Korean Custom Services
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In 2012 UAE and Egypt were the only exported countries. In 2013, Korea started to import
dates from Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and Israel. In 2015, import origin became more diverse
with new countries like Algeria, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, and Iraq. During 2016 and 2017,
countries like UAE, Tunisia, Iran and Algeria were the largest exporters.
UAE kept its dominant position as the largest exporting country from 2011 with market
share of more than 66% of the total import volume.
There were no imports of dates from Israel until 2013. In 2016, Israel was the 4th largest
exporter with export volume of 10.6 metric tons, but in 2017 the import volume dropped
drastically to 1.5 metric tons and positioned Israel as the smallest import country for dates.

Year
2013

Amount (US$)
$0

Volume (MT)
0.4

2014
2015
2016
2017

$14,000
$78,000
$100,000
$17,000

1.1
7
10.6
1.5

Source: Korean Custom Services

C. Distribution Structure and Sales Channels
In 2016, the total retail sale volume in Korea, including brick & mortar stores and online
sites, was approximately US $384 billion (exchange rate: $1 = 1,092 KRW). The food
products sector was amounted to US $80.6 billion, which is 23% of the total retail sales.
The hypermarket and supermarket chains were the leading distribution channels for food
products in 2016 with over 66% of the total transactions.
By nature there is now local grow of dates and the local supply is fully depends on import.
The figure below shows that retail stores buyers are able to do direct import from exporters,
however currently we couldn't found any retail store that import dates. Retail shop buyers
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tend to do direct import mainly for products with high and stable demand by consumers
and/or for globally known products without local supplier, such as importer or wholesaler.
Based on interviews we had with dates' importers we found the distribution structure in the
figure below to be the most common:
Date Growers / Exporters
Agents / Brokers

Brick & Mortar Retail Channels:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Hypermarkets & Supermarkets chains
Department stores chains
Convenience stores chains
Foreign Food stores
Drugstores chains
Coffee shops chains

Importer
s
Wholesaler
s

Online Channels:
o
o
o
o

Importer site
Retailer site
B2C platforms
TV Home shopping

Consumers

1) Brick & Mortar Retail Channels
a. Hypermarket and Grocery Supermarket Chains
Hypermarkets and supermarkets chains considered as discounted stores and one of
the important retail sales channels for food products in Korea. E-Mart
(http://emart.ssg.com), Homeplus (http://www.homeplus.co.kr) and Lotte Mart
(http://www.lottemart.com) are the largest chains with an aggregate number of 420
stores nationwide.
We found some records of dates' sale during 2015 at Lotte Mart and E-Mart
supermarkets. Israeli dates in 180gr plastic case was on sale on May 2015 at
Homeplus for 6,908 KRW (around US$ 6.4) with launching price of 4,999 KRW
(around US$ 4.60). The importer of these dates was Dongwoo Nongsan Co., Ltd
(http://www.greennuts.com) and the reported Israeli exporter was S.R. Segev
Accounting & Management Ltd and Medjool PLUS Ltd. We have been informed
that Dongwoo Nongsan doesn't import or sale date anymore and has no plan to do in
the near future. Two months earlier on March 2015, Lotte Mart started to sell dates
from Egypt in all of its stores across the country. The launching price was 4,500
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KRW (around US$ 4.10) for 800gr dates in plastic case. By the end of May 2015
the price was increased to 5,900 KRW (around $5.40).

Egyptian dates 800gr

Israeli dates 180gr

The importer of these dates was KOSAC Fruits Co., Ltd., which seems to be not
active business anymore. During our recent visits at few of these supermarkets
stores, including Lotte Mart and Homeplus, we couldn't find any dates, not even
those that on sale in Department Stores (check section c below).
In order to understand the current status of dates in these supermarkets we spoke
with one of managing director and buyer at Homeplus and we were informed that
right now there are no sales of any kind of dates Homeplus. The local staff at the
stores confirmed that information and added that dates were removed from the
shelves due to law sales volume.
b. Convenience Stores Chains
Due to the rising number of single-person household and the aging society in Korea,
the convenience stores market is growing fast and became very dominant retail sales
channel. The largest chains are GS 25 (http://gs25.gsretail.com), 7-Eleven
(http://www.7-eleven.co.kr) and CU (http://cu.bgfretail.com). While in 2011 there
were only 21,221 convenience stores in Korea, as for August 2017, according to the
Korea Association of Convenience Store Industry there was 37,539 convenience
stores throughout the country. Convenience stores, like small supermarkets carry a
wide range of products, include fruits and vegetables.
During our visit at some of the convenience stores in Seoul, we couldn't found any
dates on shelves.
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c. Department Stores Chains
Department stores, which also considered as premium
shops, offer wide range of high-end, premium quality
imported food products which usually hard to find in
regular food retail shops, such as supermarkets. In Korea
there are 61 department stores and most of them owned
and managed by Lotte Dept. (http://lotteshopping.com),
Hyundai Dept. (http://www.ehyundai.com) and Sinsegae
Dept. (http://www.shinsegae.com). The department stores
are located nationwide with special focus on big cities
like Seoul, Busan, Incheon and Daegu. The average price
level of food products in department stores is 10% to 25%
higher than supermarkets.
During our visit at the department stores we found on the shelves "Taylor" (USA)
and "Deli Palm" (IRAN) brand dates. For more info about dates in Department
stores please check section 3A below.
d. Foreign Food Stores
At the north part of Seoul city, there is an international
and culturally diverse district called Itaewon. The district
has been developed as such from the 50s mainly because
of the presence of American soldiers during the Korean
War. Around Itaewon there many special grocery stores
that sells foreign food products.
The owners and customers of these stores are mostly
foreigners who live in Korea. Since Korea is also home
to about 150,000 Muslims, most of these foreign stores
have various kinds of traditional Muslim and Arabic food, including dates which
imported mainly from Arab countries such as UAE, Iran, and Tunisia.
We have visited these stores and found that unlike Korean retail food stores, the
dates on shelves are in their original package and mostly in 1kg size. For more info
about dates in Foreign Food Stores, please check section 3B.
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e. Drugstores and Coffee Shops chains
While drugstores and coffee shops are not the common place to look for variety of
grocery food products, still they are very strong sales channel that shouldn't be
ignored.
Today there are about 1,005 drugstores in Korea. These stores mainly sell health,
cosmetics and wellness product, but not medications. In 2014 there were only 551
stores across the country. Most of the drugstores owned by CJ - Olive Young
(http://www.oliveyoung.co.kr) with 790 stores across the country, while the rest
owned by GS - Watsons Korea (https://shop.watsons.co.kr) with 128 stores and
Lotte - LOHB's (http://www.lohbs.co.kr) with 87 stores. Many of these stores
turned into hybrid drugstore-groceries and offer limited food products and
beverages. During our visit at some of the drugstores in Seoul, we couldn't found
any dates on shelves.
According to the Small Enterprises and Market Service, the number of coffee shops
in Korea is estimated to be around 100,000 shops. Most of the coffee shops owned
and run by private owners, but 6,518 coffee shops are operated by 8 coffee shop
chains.
The largest coffee shop chain in Korea with 2,200 shops is Ediya Coffee
(http://www.ediya.com). The second largest coffee shop chain is Starbucks
(http://www.istarbucks.co.kr). With 1020 shops
across the county, Korea has the world's fourth
largest number of Starbucks coffee stores in
relation to its population. In the recent 5 years
most of the Coffee shop chains started to offer
some selection of food products such as fruits,
nuts, cakes and cookies. For example and as
shown in the photo, Starbucks sell fresh banana
in plastic bag. During our visit at few of the
coffee shops chains, including Starbucks in
Seoul, we couldn't found any dates on sale.
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2) Online Channels - e-Commerce Sites
South Korean online market is one of the largest e-commerce markets in the World.
eMarketer US based research firm reported that South Korea's the e-Commerce market
ranked 7th in the world and 3rd in Asia pacific region in terms of transactions volume,
more than Canada, Russia or Brazil.
Domestic online transactions in Korea continue to grow and according to data from
Statistics Korea agency, the total transactions including purchases on PCs and mobile
phones, reached US $55.9 billion in 2016 up from US $47.6 billion in 2015. In the third
quarter of 2017, the total online shopping transaction value was US $18.19 billion,
reflecting grows of 19.2% from the third quarter of 2016. As for October 2017, the
mobile shopping transaction value occupied 61.9 percent of the total online shopping.
The ratio of online sales to all retail sales has grown in double digits every quarter since
the 4th quarter of 2012, when it was 10.2%. It reached 17.7% in the 4th of 2016.
The food and beverages category accounted for 10% of the total online transactions.
Compared with the 3rd quarter of 2016, the transaction in this category increased in the
same quarter in 2017 by 38.3%. According to Nielsen Korea survey, 43% of consumers
aged 50 or more purchase groceries products online. In addition, 51% of respondents
say they have purchased packaged foods online and 37% have purchased fresh
groceries online.
The figure below displays the most popular online retailers, as of November 2017.

Source: Nielsen Korean Click
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In addition to the popular online retailers, in many cases the importers manage and
operate their own e-commerce site. Also, all of the largest brick & mortar retailers run
e-commerce sites as well.
During our research we have found large variety of dates on sale in different ecommerce sites. For more info about dates in e-Commerce sites, please check section
3C below.
3) Distribution Mark up
On average, we found that when importer works directly with large retailer chains the
markup for importer is between 25% and 35% of the product cost, however in case the
importer distributes the products via wholesaler its markup reduced to average of 15%.
Brick & mortar retailers such as Hypermarkets and large supermarket usually have
higher costs than importers and wholesalers and therefore need for higher markup of
40% and 45%. In some cases, Agents and Brokers get involved in order to develop and
support the transaction process between the parties and as service fee they charge
between 3% and 10% of the transaction cost.
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2. Sale Channels Review
In order to investigate the current status of the date sales in the local market we visited several
retail shops and review online sales channels. During our research we collected information
such retail prices, packages size, exporter names and also took photos of the products and
shelves. All the prices include V.A.T (10%).
A. Department Stores
Taylor Dates
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Hyundai Department Store - COEX
Raisin, prune & dried fruits
$4.90 (₩5,300)
USA

Taylor Dates
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Package Size

190gr

Exporter

Desert Valley Date

Lotte Department -Jamsil
Nuts and dried fruits
$4.57 (₩5,000)
USA

Package Size

190gr

Exporter

Desert Valley Date
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DATES PALM Delicious dried dates
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Nuts
$2.54 (₩2,780)
Iran

Taylor Dates
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Lotte Department -Jamsil
Package Size

200gr

Exporter

IRAN HABIBI CO

Galleria Department Store
Snacks and biscuit
$4.57 (₩5,000)
USA

Package Size

190gr

Exporter

Desert Valley Date
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B. Foreign Food stores
HADIS
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Foreign Food Market
Dates shelve
US$ 2.74 (₩ 3,000)
Tunisia

DATE CROWN
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Package Size

400gr (Sugaring Dried-Dates)

Exporter

JACARANDA
INTERNATIONAL TRADING

Foreign Food Market
Dates shelve
US$ 5.49 (₩ 6,000) ~ US$
6.40 (₩ 7,000)
UAE

Package Size

1kg

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO
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DATE CROWN
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

National Food Mart
Dates shelve
US$ 5.49 (₩ 6,000)
UAE

Deglet Nour Dates
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Package Size

1 kg

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO

National Food Mart
Dates shelve
US$ 5.49 (₩ 6,000)
US$ 2.74 (₩ 3,000)
Tunisia

Package Size

1Kg/200g (Sugaring Dried-Dates)

Exporter

SOTUDEX
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ZAHEDI
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

National Food Mart
Dates shelve
US$ 4.58 (₩ 5,000)
Iran

DATE CROWN
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Package Size

500g

Exporter

PARSUN DAY Co.

HiStreetMarket
Dates shelve
US$ 6.30 (₩ 6,900)
UAE

Package Size

1kg

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO
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HANNAM DADY’S SUPER MARKET

Taylor Dates
Store Location
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Nuts and prunes
US$ 4.21 (₩ 4,600)
USA

Deglet Nour Dates
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Package Size

190gr

Exporter

Desert Valley Date

ZAFFARAN Mart
Dates shelve
US$ 9.16 (₩ 10,000)
US$ 2.74 (₩ 3,000)
Tunisia

Package Size

1Kg/200g (Sugaring Dried-Dates)

Exporter

SOTUDEX
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DATE CROWN
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

ZAFFARAN Mart
Dates shelve
US$ 5.49 (₩ 6,000)
UAE

ZAHEDI
Location in Store
Price (US$/KRW)
Origin

Package Size

1 kg

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO

ZAFFARAN Mart
Dates shelve
US$ 5.49 (₩ 6,000)
Iran

Package Size

500g

Exporter

PARSUN DAY Co.
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C. Online Channels
In order to get better understanding of the packaging and date marketing and visualization,
we recommend checking the product page in some of the online shops below.

Dates – Super Food

WOORIGA STORY

SWEELTHY ORGANIC DATES

Store Name

KT Food

Package Size

1kg / 500gr

Price (US$/KRW)

$6.40 (₩ 7,000) / $4.10 (₩4,500)

Exporter

ALI HUSSAIN ALDUAIBEL TRADE
EST

Origin

UAE

Link to product

https://goo.gl/pJZB5e

Store Name

WOORIGA Story

Package Size

1kg (500grX2)

Price (US$/KRW)

$6.35 (₩ 6,900)

Exporter

IRAN HABIBI CO

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/c36K7p

Store Name

Sweelthy

Package Size

100gr

Price (US$/KRW)

$3.20 (₩ 3,500)

Exporter

ETD HADDOUD SALIM

Origin

Algeria

Link to product

https://goo.gl/dxWPTg
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PALM DATES ORIGINAL

DATEPALM

Taylor dried Dates

Store Name

BADA NURI

Package Size

180gr

Price (US$/KRW)

$6.30 (₩ 6,900)

Exporter

ETD HADDOUD SALIM

Origin

Algeria

Link to product

https://goo.gl/sR8CRH

Store Name

Chowon Herb

Package Sizes

500gr

Price (US$/KRW)

$4.11 (₩4,500)

Exporter

Unknown

Origin

Tunisia

Link to product

https://goo.gl/rui2od

Store Name

Taylor Farms

Package Size

50gr / 190g

Price (US$/KRW)

$1.85 (₩ 2,000) / $4.57 (₩ 5,000)

Exporter

Desert Valley Date

Origin

USA

Link to product

https://goo.gl/edpQct
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Dates Deglet Nour -Naturelles standard

Store Name

Country House

Package Size

1kg

Price (US$/KRW)

$13.71 (₩ 15,000)

Exporter

SOTUDEX

Origin

Tunisia

Link to product

https://goo.gl/vSsgpw

Store Name

Korean FOOD

Package Sizes

330g

Price (US$/KRW)

$9.14 (₩ 10,000)

Exporter

AmirKabir Borna

Origin

Iran

* dates filled up with walnut

Link to product

https://goo.gl/4KrsVB

ZAHEDI DATES

Store Name

AUCTION

Package Sizes

500g

Price (US$/KRW)

$4.58 (₩ 5,000)

Exporter

PARSUN DAY Co.

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/jVRoN4

BORNA HAMMON DATES
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DATES PALM Delicious dried dates

AL BARAKAH DATES

DATE CRONW (Khalas)

Store Name

Lotte Mart Mall

Package Sizes

200g

Price (US$/KRW)

$2.55 (₩ 2,780)

Exporter

IRAN HABIBI CO

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/edNHQd

Store Name

11 Street

Package Sizes

1kg

Price (US$/KRW)

$4.95 (₩ 5,400)

Exporter

UAE-AL BARAKAH Dates
Factory

Origin

UAE

Link to product

https://goo.gl/EoukTx

Store Name

Canaan Herb

Package Sizes

1kg

Price (US$/KRW)

$6.40 (₩ 7,000)

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO

Origin

UAE

Link to product

https://goo.gl/CWEqTK
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DATE CRONW (Khalas)

DATE CRONW (Fard)

DATE CRONW (Lulu)

Store Name

TMON

Package Sizes

1kg / 2kg / 3Kg

Price (US$/KRW)

$5.12 (₩ 5,600) / $10.05 (₩
11,000) / $15.17 (₩ 16,600)

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO

Origin

UAE

Link to product

https://goo.gl/T364Kz

Store Name

AUCTION

Package Sizes

1kg

Price (US$/KRW)

$10.88 (₩ 11,900)

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO

Origin

UAE

Link to product

https://goo.gl/pn44Ck

Store Name

WEMAKEPRICE

Package Sizes

1kg

Price (US$/KRW)

$6.40 (₩ 7,000)

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO

Origin

UAE

Link to product

https://goo.gl/wJRLFi
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DATE CRONW (Zahdi)

Dates - ALUEI

Dates - Piarum

Store Name

WEMAKEPRICE

Package Sizes

1kg

Price (US$/KRW)

$6.67 (₩ 7,300)

Exporter

UAE AL FOAH CO

Origin

UAE

Link to product

https://goo.gl/wJRLFi

Store Name

SSG Mall

Package Sizes

85g / 230g

Price (US$/KRW)

$2.20 (₩ 2,400) / $5.86 (₩ 6,400)

Exporter

Unknown

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/2ZMSWF

Store Name

SSG Mall

Package Sizes

85g/175g (35g* 5 units)

Price (US$/KRW)

$2.20 (₩ 2,400) / $9.06 (₩ 9,900)

Exporter

Unknown

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/okh1fD
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Dates - ALUEI

Dates - Piarum

DATES PALM

Store Name

SSG Mall

Package Sizes

160g/ 288g (32g * 9 units)

Price (US$/KRW)

$4.39 (₩ 4,800) / $7.86 (₩ 8,600)

Exporter

Unknown

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/KvczTs

Store Name

SSG Mall

Package Sizes

130g

Price (US$/KRW)

$5.76 (₩ 5,300)

Exporter

Unknown

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/W4FAYQ

Store Name

SSG Mall

Package Sizes

200g + 200g

Price (US$/KRW)

$8.14 (₩ 8,900)

Exporter

IRAN HABIBI CO

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/vgqi49
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DATE PALM

Organic Medjool Dates

Store Name

Nuts Farm

Package Sizes

200g

Price (US$/KRW)

$2.65 (₩ 2,900)

Exporter

Unknown

Origin

Iran

Link to product

https://goo.gl/c4yRy3

Store Name

Sweelthy

Package Sizes

150gr

Price (US$/KRW)

$8.15 (₩ 8,900)

Exporter

Terrasoul Superfoods

Origin

USA

Link to product

https://goo.gl/kDkR9u
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3. Competitors Review
A. United Arab Emirates (UAE) Dates – "Date Crown"

Based on Korean search engine and portal Naver, UAE’s Date Crown is one of the most
popular date brands online. Date Crown can be found also at Foreign Food Stores. The
dates are available in four different varieties: Khalas, Fard, Lulu, and Zahdi. Crown Date is
available mainly in 1kg package size, and the retail price range is from US $5.12 to $10.88,
as for August 2017. Dates are packed up in plastic bag inside their original carton box.
The

exporting

company

of

this

product

is

Al

Foah

(http://www.alfoah.ae), a subsidiary company of SENAAT
(http://www.senaat.co) which owned by the Government of Abu Dhabi.
They have an annual production of over 113,000 metric tons, and 90% of
it is exported to 48 countries worldwide including South Korea.
The brand is imported by three local
importers.
The exporter, Al Foah, with its local
Korean staff, recently participated and
operated a booth in Naju International
Agricultural Exhibition (http://iae.or.kr).
During the exhibition the exporter
introduced the dates to the local visitors
and engaged in date's sale.
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B. Iranian Dates - "Wooriga", "Deli Palm", etc.

Wooriga

Deli Palm

Date Palm

Iran is very popular source of dates due its cheap price and many importers are engaged in
import from there. Dates from Iran are mainly imported as bulk and repackaged again in
Korea by the relevant distributors in small plastic bags of 200gr (Deli Palm) or 500gr
(Wooriga). The plastic bags come with zipper at the top to protect and keep the freshness of
the dates. It's recommended packaging for nuts and dried fruit in Korea.
The Wooriga dates are seedless and can be found in foreign food stores and online, Date
Palm can be found online only and Deli Palm dates can be found also in department stores.
The retail price of Deli Palm 200gr, Date Palm 200gr and Worriga 1kg (500gr X 2)
packages are US $2.55, $2.65 and $6.35 respectively, as for October 2017.
The exporting company of Deli Palm and Wooriga is HABIBI CO.
(http://www.habibico.ir). The company established in 1985 and is based in Iran. The
company has been continuously involved as one of the major exporters of food products
(specialized in nuts and dry fruits which include pistachios, dried figs, raisins and dates).
The exporting company of Date Palm is unknown but local traders assume the exporter is
HABIBI as well.
The Zahedi brand is sold in its original 500gr plastic
package. Zahedi dates are available to purchase online and
at foreign food stores. The retail price of Zahedi dates is
$4.58 as for October 2017. The exporting company is
Parsunday Symbol Co (http://parsunday.com). The
company established in 2005 and is based in Iran.
Zahedi
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C. Algerian Dates – "Bada Nuri", "Sweelthy Organic"

Bada Nury

Sweelthy - Organic

The Algerian dates are imported and promoted as a premium dates from the Middle East.
Like in the case of the Iranian dates, the dates imported in bulk and repackaged in Korea
into small plastic cases by the relevant distributors or wholesaler.
The dates available in two main options: seedless and seedless with macadamia nuts. The
retail price of Bada Nuri dates is US $6.30 and Sweelthy date is US $3.20, as of October
2017.
Sweelthy (http://www.sweelthy.com/product/degletnourdate) date variety is Deglet Nour
and it promoted as organic, Halal and healthy food. The flavor and date structure is
described by the figure below. Sweelthy is also import and distribute Organic Medjool dates
from USA

The exporter company of these dates is ETS Hadduod Salim (http://www.etshaddoud.com).
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D. USA Dates – "Taylor" and "Sweethly - Medjool"

Taylor

Sweethly - Medjool

As for October 2017, there are two dates' products from USA in the Korean market. Both
products repackaged in Korea and sold in small plastic bag.
Taylor brand is quite well-known to Korean people. The products of Taylor brand,
including prune, black cherry, dates and blueberry, are available in many department stores.
The package size of Taylor Dates is 50g and 190g. The price of 50g is US $1.85, and the
price of 190g is approximately US $4.57. Taylor Dates is produced by Desert Valley Date
Inc (http://www.desertvalleydate.com) from California, USA and the variety is Deglet
Nour.
Taylor Farms Korea, Inc. was established in 2004. In 2011,
Taylor Farms established a juice bottling plant and dried fruits
repacking plant in Busan, Korea. Taylor Farms Korea imports
original dried fruits from the Taylor Farms US and reprocess/repackage them. This
company has ranked first with the largest national market share for prunes product. Taylor
Dates are introduced as healthy food: “partially dried creating a soft texture and are
naturally sweet. Taylor Dates are abundant in iron and dietary fiber which helps simulates
bowel movements.”
New product from USA which recently started to sale in Korea is Sweethly Organic
Medjool Dates (http://www.sweelthy.com/product/medjooldate). It's the
only Medjool date we found so far in the Korean market. The product
imported in bulk, repackaged in 150gr plastic bag and distributed by
online only, as for December 2017. Sweethly also distribute Organic
Algerian Deglet Nour dates in 100gr plastic bag.
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E. Tunisian Dates – "Naturelles standard", "Date Palm"

Naturelles standard

Date Palm

During our research we have found two kinds of date products from Tunisia.
Deglet Nour – Naturelles Standard dates come with its original 1kg cartoon package and
retail price tag of $13.50, as of October 2017. This product is sold online and at foreign
imported food shops. The exporter company of this date is Sotudex (no website).
The Date Palm is imported in bulk to Korea and then repackaged by local distributors into
500gr plastic bag. The Date Palm is available for purchase online only from US $4.10 to
$10.
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4. Review of Israeli Dates
During our research we have found that there is only one Israeli
date brand selling in the Korea market – the Mehadrin's Medjool
date. As of today, Mahadrin's Medjool date is the only Israeli
date brand in Korea. It has been selling in Korea by since 2013.
The Israeli dates are sold in two types of packages, regular and premium. The regular package
is 1kg package as shipped by the exporter. The premium package was developed by the local
importer and promoted as a gift product, targeting the premium market.

The premium package weight 700gr and available for sale online for US $50 (Link to
Product: https://goo.gl/JNfuZE ). The retail price of the regular 1kg package is US $39, as
for December 2017 (Link to Product: https://goo.gl/JHBnoF)
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5. Review of Local Korean "date" – The Jujube
A. Introduction
Local dates, which are commonly called "Jujube", red date or Chinese date, are different
from the dates that mainly growth and imported from the middle east. Even though Jujube
strongly resemble a true date in color, texture, and is used in much the same way, they are
in different botanical families. While date is a flowering plant species in the palm family,
Acrecaseae, Jujube is a species of Ziziphus in the buckthorn family. Their HS Codes are
also different, while the HS Code of date (fresh or dried) is 0804100000 the Jujube HS
Code is 0810909001. Therefore when Koreans hear the word "date" most of them naturally
conjure up the image of Jujube as the picture below.

Since local date Jujube is different from date in terms of its family, it is hard to compare
Jujube directly to date. It is recommended to review the local date just for reference.
B. Consumption
While consumption of Jujube per capita was steadily increasing from 2006 to 2009, it has
remained stagnant since 2010 and is on the rise after 2013. In 2015 it was 0.25kg per
person a year. Local date, which is mostly distributed as the form of dried date, is very
limited in its consumption and it is mainly consumed for ritual food or food materials.

Jujube as a chicken soup ingredient

Jujube as a ritual food
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The main factors that consumers consider when they purchase Jujube are different
depending on the type of Jujube. For fresh Jujuba, freshness (28.8%) is the most important
factor for consumers, followed by quality (19.2%) and size (17.5%). For dried date
(Jujube), quality (27.6%) is the most important factor for consumers, followed by color
(14.3%) and freshness (14.2%).

Source: Korean Food Processing Research Center

C. Distribution and Price
Distribution of local dates in Korea mainly done by National Agricultural Cooperative
Federation, dealers, wholesalers, retailers, and direct distribution by farmers. The most
popular sales channel for fresh Jujuba is the direct distribution by farmers and it's
accounting for 66.2% of the sales. Dealers and Wholesalers are the most popular sales
channel for dried date, accounting for 38.0% of the sales. The average wholesale price of
dried date is US $ 7.05 per Kg as of September, 2017.
D. Packaging
Local dates are packaged in different ways however most of them come in plastic case or
bag. We added some photos and link to the product in order to provide some reference to
similar product packaging.
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Type

Package Images.

Package Size

Sales channel

80g

Emart

Dried Date

500g

LotteMart

Fresh Date

1Kg

Farmer

Date Chip

40g

Gmarket

Date snack

60g

Sliced
Date

Dried
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6. Local Media and The Awareness of Dates in Korea
The general awareness of the dates in Korea is very low. Over the last few years, thanks to TV
programs, blogs and oversea travels, local people have started to recognize dates as a healthy
food or "Mansour’s snack". Below is the explanation about the awareness of the dates in Korea
in different aspects.
A. Health Aspect
1) TV Programs
A Korean TV program called "Every Body", which provides useful information about
health and food, broadcasted about dates in 2015 (The program can be watched here:
https://goo.gl/5pdjBr).

The program introduced dates as super-food that "Mansour" enjoys. Mansour is referred
to Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, the deputy prime minister of the United Arab
Emirates and it synonymous with wealth and rich in Korea.
According to the program, date is an important food
resource in the desert of Middle East, and the seed
has strong life force enough to sprout after 3000
years. One of the panels, who is a medical doctor,
explained the differences between Jujube (Korean
date) and date. While Jujube is good for relaxing the
body, date is good for vitality, skin, and blood vessel.
After the participants ate some dates, they described the taste like “It is sweet and tasty.
Compared to Jujube, it’s much softer and chewy". Through this TV program, many
Koreans learned about date and its benefits in terms of health. People remember dates
as "Mansour’s stamina food". We actually have seen many posts on blogs and online
shopping sites that explain dates as "Mansour’s food". It is certain that the awareness of
date has been grown after this program.
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2) Blogs and Personal Posts
During our research we found many blog posts which introduce dates as super-food or
healthy food. The blogs explain the benefits of date in terms of health as follow:


Energy food (Link)



Preventing Cancer (Link)



Good for blood vessel



Full of fiber



Good for pregnant women



Anti aging and Antioxidation (Link)



Good for brain



Good for bowel movement

B. Religious Aspect
Date fruit is considered as ancient and biblical food which has some reference to
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam; however, it is likely that only few Koreans associate date
with such background. Even though almost 20% of national population in Korea is
Christians, it seems that there’s not many Korean Christians who recognize palm tree on
the Bible as date.
We couldn't find articles or blog posts that explain the connection of dates to Christianity.
However one of the largest online mall for Christians, The God People Mall, sell Israeli
Medjool dates (imported by G1 Trading) with explanation that date fruit come from the
palm tree which mentioned in the New Testament. (Link to the Product Page).
C. Cultural Aspect
When Koreans travel to Israel or Dubai, many of them buy date as souvenirs. We had a
short interview with some people who have tried dates before, and we learned that most of
them have tried date when they received it from acquaintance who visited one of the
Middle East countries. We assume that people who tried dates seem likely to know that
dates are origin from Middle East; however Israel is still not much associated as origin of
dates.
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D. Customers' Feedback
Dates are on sale in Korea in different channels and some customers who bought such dates
wrote reviews about their experience on their personal blogs. Most of the bloggers tried the
Date Crown brand from UAE since it's one of the most popular dates available in the
market. We have reviewed some of these personal reviews and found some common
feedbacks like below


Although the package looks good, the look of date is not good



The texture is chewy and similar with dried persimmon



The taste is good and very sweet

It seems that quite many people consider that date is a good snack with drinks or coffee.
They recommend eating dates with alcoholic beverages and even upload photos as below:

In addition to blogs, we also looked through product reviews from online shopping sites.
Generally, the consumer response to dates is good. Below picture shows comments about
date product. This was taken from Homeplus online shopping site. Almost all people gave
5 out of 5 and left comments saying that the taste is good and similar with dried
persimmon.
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E. Similar Fruit – Dried Persimmon
Rather than local dates (Jujube), dried persimmon is more
likely to be similar with dates in terms of taste. Many Korean
people feel that dates taste and smell is like dried
persimmon, which is traditional and popular dried fruits in
Korea.
We added some background info about Dried Persimmon
because we believe that it can help to understand the local taste and maybe can be as
benchmark for dates in terms of marketing and packaging.
Dried persimmon, which is also called Gotgam in Korea, is a sweet in a totally natural way,
but sometimes a little bitter. The texture is chewy and somewhat jelly-like. So, it is one of
favorite food of older people in Korea. It can be easily found online, in supermarkets and
open marts, especially in the fall season. It's common to give dried persimmon package as a
gift during the holiday season to a close friend or family member.
To make dried persimmon, the persimmons are peeled and dried in a sunny, well-ventilated
place. When the color turns brown and the outer part hardens, the seeds are removed and
the persimmons are sealed again and flattened. After around three weeks, when the fruits
reach 75% of their original weight, they are covered in dried rice straw and stored in a box
in a cool place until the drying process is completed, and a white powdery crust of
persimmon sugar forms on the outside.
The product is sold in various packages, the most common of which are plastic boxes and
gift packages, which are given mainly during the holiday seasons. The average retail price
for dried persimmon is about US $15 per kg, however it's depending on the season and the
sales channel.

.
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7. Israeli Date Taste Test Results
In order to learn what Koreans know and think about dates, we conducted a date tasting survey
among 52 Korean participants in different age groups. The dates we received from Israel were
divided into small plastic bags which were later distributed to each participant. During and after
participants tasted and ate the dates, they were asked to answer a questionnaire with 15
questions. The Korean survey can be found at the following link: https://goo.gl/6eaeZ6
The results of the survey are detailed below:
1) Have You Ever Taste a Date Fruit Before?

More than half of respondents (51.9%) have eaten dates before. Most people who
responded that they have eaten dates said that they had an opportunity to try UAE dates as
their acquaintances who traveled Dubai bought it for them as a gift.
2) Have You Ever Heard About Medjool Dates?

Most of respondents (84.6%) never heard about Medjool dates. Nonetheless, 13.5% of
entire respondents said that they have heard about Medjool dates.
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3) How Would You Rate the Visual Appearance of the Dates Fruit? Do you like it?

40.4% of respondents, which is the biggest percentage, gave 3 points out of 5 for the visual
appearance of the date fruit; however 38.4% were positive about it, which is more than the
number of the respondents who don't like it. There’s one person who responded that he/she
don’t like the visual appearance at all.

4) How Would You Rate the Aroma and the Smell of the Date?

The majority of the respondents like the aroma of the dates and consider its smell as
appealing. 44.2% of the respondents said that the smell is not that great. Only 3 respondents
didn't like the smell of the dates. Compared to the visual appearance of dates, people are
more positive about the smell. Some respondents said that the smell of dates is similar with
dried persimmons.
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5) How Would You Rate the Taste of the Dates? Do you like it?

Almost 90% of respondents liked the taste and gave 4 or 5 points. Only 4 people responded
that the taste is not that good and 3 people didn't like it at all. Nobody gave 1 point for taste.
Many of the respondents said that the dates are very tasty, better than it looks.

6) How Would You Rate the Sweet Level of the Dates?

The majority of the respondents consider that dates as sweet or too sweet. Almost 60% of
respondents rated 4-level for the sweetness of the dates, and 23.1% rated 5-level. There is
no one who thinks it’s not sweet. Many people said that they didn’t think it’s sweet when
they ate just one date, but recognized that it’s really sweet only when they ate more than 2
dates.
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7) Does the Date's Texture Meet Your Expectations? Do you like it?

The majority of respondents responded that the texture meet their expectations. 44.2% like
the texture and 25% like it very much. However, there are some people who don’t like the
texture. One respondent who have tried Iranian dates before said that she like Israeli dates
more than Iranian ones because its texture is softer and moist

8) Will You Consider Buying Such Dates?

When we asked the respondents about their intention to buy dates, more than 50% people
responded positively. 30.8% of respondents were neutral to consider buy dates.
Approximately 18% of respondents were negative to buy it. Compared to few negative
responses to tastes, the negative responses to buying intention are slightly increased.
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9) Will You Recommend Dates to Your Friends or Family?

More than half of the respondents are likely to recommend dates to their friends or family.
In general, the responses tend to be evenly balanced. While the percentage of people who
are willing to recommend date actively are high with 25%, the percentage of people who
are not recommend dates are also quite high with 13.5%.

10) What Size of Dates Package Would you Prefer to Buy?

More than half of respondents (57.7%) prefered to buy medium size package (150gr500gr), while 38.5% of the respondents prefer small/pocket size (up to 150gr). There are a
few percentage of respondents who prefered large size package (500gr-1kg), but no one
wants very large size(1kg-5kg). Some respondents said that large size packages would not
good as the dates are too sweet and it’s hard to eat much at one time.
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11) Which Package of Those Presented to You Looks Better?

We have received five different dates’ packages from Israel. The pictures of the packages
were shown to the 52 respondents and they were asked to choose only one package that
they prefer the most.
Package B is the most preferred package supported by 32.7% of respondents. Package C is
also popular preferred by 26.9% of respondents. Almost 60% of respondents like paper
box. 19.2% of respondents chose package D. Package E is the least preferred package with
7.7%
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12) What Comes to Your Mind When You Think About Date?

Multiple answers were allowed. 40.4% of respondents responded that super-food/healthy
food comes to their mind when they think about date. Exotic food is another popular
responses supported by 32.7% of respondents. 13.5% of respondents think dates are related
to energetic food. Respondents who chose ‘other’ for their answer said that they have no
idea or nothing com to their mind because it’s the first time to see and eat dates fruits.

13) Des

More than half of respondents chose neutral response option. It seems that this result shows
that many respondents feel difficulty in connecting dates to Israel. This also shows that
many Korean people don’t have the awareness of better quality of Israeli dates. There are
more respondents who responded that they prefer Israeli dates than those who responded
that they don’t prefer. After the taste test, some respondents who have eaten dates from
other countries said that Israeli dates are tastier than the dates from other countries they ate
before.
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14) Would You Prefer Organic Dates than Regular Dates?

More than 70% of respondents responded that they prefer organic dates than regular dates.
Almost all people are positive or at least neutral about organic dates. This shows Korean
people’s high interests in organic food and health. This is also related to Korean’s
sensitivity to food safety. In general, organic food is considered as premium and tends to be
more expensive in Korea.
15) What is Your Overall Impression of the Product?

The majority of the respondents have good impression of the product. 55.8% responded that
it is good, and 21.2% responded that it is very good. Some respondents actually really like
and want to purchase it. The overall response was that it is tasty or it is better than they
expected. Only 3 people (5.7%) responded that it is not good.
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8. Regulation, Customs and Logistics
A. Import Quarantine
Date is considered as a dried fruit, not a fresh fruit, therefore there are no particular or
unique requirements for dates import into Korea. The procedures to import dates are the
same as with general food quarantine. The process of quarantine is completed generally in
a week after the first import arrived to Korean port.
Before making the first shipment, the following information and documents should be
prepared by the exporter and importer:


Product Ingredients List – signed official letter in English by the manufacturer which
include its name, logo, address and company seal (rubber stamp).



Product Manufacturing Process – signed official letter in English by the manufacturer
which include its name, logo, address and company seal (rubber stamp).



Photos of the product packaging and labeling



Copy of Manufacturer’s Business License from the relevant government agency in
English



Copy of Manufacturer’s Business/Company Registration/Incorporation (Can be
provided in Hebrew original document, but company name must show in English).



Plant Quarantine Certificate issued by the relevant Israeli government agency.



Registration as a foreign manufacture at the Korean Food and Drugs Administration
(done by the Importer).



For products with Kosher Certification, the kosher agency should be registered at the
Korean Food and Drugs Administration (Please find more details at section 9D below).

B. Import Tariff Rate
The HS code for date is 0804-10-0000. Based on this item code, the general import tariff
rate is 30% and it applied on all the current dates exporting countries such as UAE, Egypt,
Iran, Tunisia, Algeria and Israel. USA has FTA with Korea and therefore the dates from
USA are subjected to only 12% tariff rate.
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C. Product Labeling
There are not special labeling requirements for dates, however Korean labels should be
prepared and attached the products before arrival to the Korean port. The information
bellow is commonly requested to be labeled in Korean:





Product Name
Importer Details (Company Name, Phone Number, Address)
Date of Production (Can be marked as month/year)
Due Date







Weight
Preservation Method
Country of Origin
Exporter Name
Packing Material

The images below are Korean label examples:

Korean label on the Mehadrin’s product

Korean label on the Crown Date (UAE) product
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D. Kosher Certificate
In order to mark a product with Kosher mark, the relevant Kosher body should be
registered in advance at the Korean Food and Drugs Administration. The registration
process can be done by the importer or the Kosher body. In Korea dozen of Kosher bodies
already registered. Please find attached full list at Exhibit 1.
E. Shipment and Logistics
1) Packaging
There are no special requirements for date's packing. In general, the importer and the
exporter discuss and decided about the type of packaging material and size. In case of
Korean importer who imports dates from Iran, they wrap dates in 10kg plastic bag and
put them in master box. As the products are easily squashed, importers reported on
many damaged products during the import process.
2) Shipment By Sea
There are no special requirements for transport by sea, and it depends on the discussion
between the importer and the exporter. Korean importers who import Iranian and US
dates are shipping the product by sea.
One of the Korean importers who imports dates from Iran shared with us that recently
he was asked by Israeli company to use a reefer container for sea shipment. The
importer was also asked to keep the products refrigerated during 3 months before
expiration date. As for the Korean importer’s side, such requests by exporter are
considered as a burden since it increases the cost.
The main port in Korea is Pusan and the average estimated time to arrive is about 40
days.
3) Shipment by Air
There are no special requirements for transport by air, and it depends on the discussion
between the importer and the exporter.
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9. Recommendations
According to the findings of our market research, the interviews we conducted with several
market players and the tasting survey, we formulated a number of recommendations regarding
the entry and export to the Korean date market.
A. Product Focus
The Korean importers who import the dates mentioned in common that the awareness of
the date is still low, which is a big bottleneck to settle in the Korean market, and it needs to
raise awareness about the dates. The date market is competitive as there are many lowpriced products imported from different Arab countries. In order to compete with the
products which have an edge in price competitiveness, differentiation strategy would be
needed.
1) Medjool Dates – for the long run, we recommend selling only Medjool dates in order to
develop and maintain the premium quality of Israeli dates and make people recognize
Israeli dates as a premium product. Medjool date is different in its texture and flavor
compared to other dates and is produced only in the specific regions.
2) Organic Dates - we recommend focusing on organic dates. Based on our survey,
Korean people are highly interested in organic food—more than 70% of respondents
prefer organic dates to regular dates. In addition, Korean importers also expect that
organic dates would get positive responses in the Korean market as Korean people
generally consider organic food as healthy food and willing to pay extra price for it.

B. Importer Profile and Distribution Channels
It should be taken into account that most of the importers of dates to Korea are private
businesses or small companies. Due to their limited resources, they mainly focus on the
online market and avoid entering additional sales channels such as Department Stores and
supermarket chains. Some importers are owned by Muslims, which could be an obstacle
because of the current political situation.
Due to the fact that the sale of dates from Israel requires additional investment in branding
and marketing, we suggest working with importers with marketing capabilities, preferably
those who already work with expensive food products.
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The most recommended distribution channels are Supermarkets and Convenience stores,
which as of today don’t sell any dates. It can be good opportunity for Israeli exporter to
penetrate these channels with the right distributor.
In fact, any fresh or processed food importer can be a suitable importer, but since dates are
under the category of dried fruits, there is a good chance that importers with experience in
this field, including nuts, will be more qualified.
We do not recommend the granting of exclusivity rights in general, except in the case
where the importer undertakes to invest resources in the marketing and development of the
brand in the local market.
C. Pricing
There’s a huge price gap between Israeli dates and other dates from the Arab countries and
USA. As we stated above, Israeli product retail price is at least six times more expensive
than other dates. The average retail price of dates in the market is from $5 to $10 per Kg.
Even allowing for premium quality of Israeli dates and the medjool variety, it is still
expensive for market which lack awarance of dates.
In order to overcome the pricing problem, we suggest to export mid quality level of
medjool dates with price range of US $5 to $7 per Kg, support the importer with small
packaging materials for the local retail stores and focus on the premium sales channel such
as department stores.
D. Product Appearance and Packaging
According to our survey, there are not many people who like the visual appearance of
dates. This would be caused by the fact that many Korean people haven’t experienced with
the date fruits and are not used to the appearance. As most people liked the tastes of dates,
it seems that the negative first impression of the dates would not be problematic. The visual
appearance can be improved by packaging.
Korean people don’t know the fact that the dates with less skin separation are good quality
of product. So, it needs to educate consumers on skin separation and make open box
packaging so that people directly check the quality.
According to our survey, most people think that small or medium size (no more than 500g)
is adequate for date packaging. Many respondents said after the taste test that the date is
delicious, but it’s hard to eat more than three dates at one time because it’s too sweet. This
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is why people responded that they prefer to buy small or medium size packages. Many
Korean importers actually subdivide the dates into small packages after importing them.
100-200g is the most common size of date packaging.
In order to penetrate the main retail sale channels the original date package should be
changed. Israeli paper box packaging is not suitable for the Korean market. So, it needs to
be redesigned and repackaged for the market. As most Korean importers are good at it, we
recommend giving the responsibility of packaging to Korean importers.
Korean consumers consider product packages carefully when purchasing a product,
especially food product. Small size of plastic zipper pack is the most frequently used
packaging for dried fruits and nuts in the Korean market as this type of packaging is
hygienic and useful for keeping the freshness of the food.

In this matter we recommend the exporter to allocate some resources and support the
importer, especially at the first year of working. For example, allowing import in bulk size
of 10kg dates packages.
E. Marketing
As the awareness of the date is very low for now in Korea, it is important to create the
awareness of dates itself and Israeli medjool dates first. For Korean consumers who are
highly interested in healthy food, it would be effective to promote the dates as a healthy
food. As we saw the broadcasting’s power of influence from the case of TV program
‘Every Body,’ broadcasting is the most effective marketing method. So, if the dates are on
broadcast such as health related program, it would be helpful to publicize the dates and
stimulate people’s curiosity.
Once Korean people try to eat the dates, they start to like them and have an interest in the
fruit. Considering this phenomenon, we recommend making opportunities for many people
who don’t know about the dates to have a taste of the Israeli Medjool dates. Sponsoring
relevant events or providing free samples in stores could be good ways for marketing. In
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general, when launching new products, retail stores such as supermarket and department
stores require in-store promotions at the cost of the importer/wholesaler.

Additional way to get interest by potential importers but also develop awarance of Israeli
dates in the market is to exhibit in reputable food trade shows. We recommend the Seoul
Food & Hotel as one of the main event in the food industry. The next event will be held on
May 2018 (http://www.seoulfoodnhotel.co.kr)
F. Local Assistance
While working directly with Korean importers is the best way to go, in some cases you
should consider working with local representatives (business development firms, agents) to
overcome language, cultural, and business problems.
Local representatives not only help to find such importers but also provide in-depth
examination of the potential importer, assist in negotiations, support the ongoing
communication between the parties and shorten the time to close the deal. Understanding
the interests of the parties helps to solve problems and build trust that is so important in the
Korean market.
Local representatives can help the exporter better understand the situation on the market
and even help the importer to localize the product, in accordance with the spirit of the
manufacturer's brand.
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[Exhibit 1]
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For any questions regarding this report please contact:
Mr. Eyal Victor Mamou, Adv
Co-Founder, COO
eyal@koisra.co.kr
Mobile: +972-52-2796760
KOISRA Co., Ltd
The Gateway of Korea and Israel
http://www.koisra.co.kr

Our Offices:
Seoul, South Korea
Tel Aviv, Israel
6th Floor, Grand Prix Bld., 9, Teheran-ro 10- 84 Hahashmonaim St., Chambers of
gil, Gangnam-gu, 135-933
Commerce Building, 5th Floor, 67132
Office: +82-2-747-9443
Fax: +82-2-6008-9377

Office: +972-3-3741182
Fax: +972-3-3760437
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